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Success Criteria
Year 5

• I can work effectively with a partner and a small group, sharing ideas and agreeing on a team strategy

Year 6

• I can pool ideas within a group, selecting and applying the best method to solve a problem

• I can work effectively with a partner and a group

YEAR 5/6

OAA
Lesson 1

Learning Objective
To be able to work effectively with a partner and small group.

To build communication and trust showing an awareness of safety.

https://www.getset4pe.co.uk/
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Handy Hints
Share ideas and listen to other people in your group. Then decide on the best solution.

Equipment
Blindfolds x 15

Cones x 45

Warm Up and Introduction
10 Mins

Bandage tag:
Select four pupils to be the catchers. Whenever someone is caught they must hold a bandage (their hand) on the spot where they were tagged and continue to run. When someone runs

out of bandages (they get tagged twice), they must jump on the spot until two other pupils come over to them and ‘operate.’

The two pupils need to tag the injured person at the same time and count to five. Taggers are not allowed to catch people who are operating.

Switch the catchers every few minutes.

Communicate and work together with players to help the free the caught pupils.

Make this easier for the runners by playing in a larger area. 
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Skill Development
45 Mins

Partner stand:
In pairs, pupils start sitting back to back. Pupils must link arms and try to stand up without touching the floor with their hands or unlinking their arms. Can they then sit down in the same

way?

Push backs together to balance and stand up.

Count in time with each other to know when to stand up and sit back down.

Make this easier by allowing the pupils to touch the floor.

Challenge the pupils, how many times can they stand up and sit down in this way in 1 minute?

Cone collect:
Mark out a 10m x 10m area. Randomly place cones inside the area. The aim of the challenge is for pupils to collect as many cones as possible. Pupils work in pairs and begin on the

outside of the area. One pupil from the pair is blindfolded, the other pupil is not allowed to move from their starting point. Give each pair a colour cone that they have to collect. The pupil

on the outside has to guide the blindfolded person by calling instructions and directions to pick up the cone of their colour.

Rules:
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Only one cone to be collected at a time.
If they touch a cone that is not their colour, they have to come back to their starting point and start again.

After the first round give the pupils time to discuss the effectiveness of their pair, what could they do to improve?

Swap roles and repeat.

Pupils must be mindful of their partners’ safety. Do not allow them to walk into other people.

Make this harder by using a bigger space or placing obstacles in the way such as hurdles or ladders.

 

Lessen the load:
In teams of five. The aim of the challenge is for pupils to travel with their team from one side of hall to other using the amount of body parts specified.

Rules:

Pupils must stay in contact with their team.
Pupils must all travel at the same time.
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Plenary

Pupils must have all the body parts specified below touching the floor. No more, no less.

 

A Pupils must travel using six feet

B Pupils must travel using five feet and two hands

C Pupils must travel using six feet and four hands

 

Give the pupils time to discuss their ideas and create a plan.

After each attempt give the pupils time to reflect and discuss on their effectiveness. 

Encourage all pupils to offer something to their group discussions by sitting the teams in individual circles and allowing each pupil within the team an opportunity to share their thoughts.

Make this harder by increasing the distance the team need to travel.

Make this easier by allowing teams to travel without being in contact with each other.

5 Mins

Ask the pupils how they looked after the safety of their teammates?

Who was a good leader in their group? Why?

Who was a good listener? What impact did this have?


